BIG DATA’S RISE
IN HOTELS &
HOSPITALITY
INVESTING

Harnessing the
Benefits of Big Data
Big data has taken over
nearly every industry –
disrupting existing
business models and
ecosystems. The hotel

To effectively compete in today’s market, hotel investors must learn how
to harness the benefits of technology and data analytics to change the
way they approach informed, strategic decision-making – or they may run
the risk of being the latest casualties in a long-running list of companies
unwilling to evolve.
BEYON D “ GO I N G WI TH YO UR GUT ”
Many hotel investment firms have long made decisions based on a
combination of intuition, market expertise and traditional, retrospective

investment industry

data – regularly citing a hotel’s local competitive set or shifts in room night

is no different as the

supply and demand. Today, however, a host of new variables dig deeper

proliferation of new data

and make it possible to paint a more vivid picture of a location’s future risks

sets and introduction of
massive data migration
capabilities are changing
the way commercial real

and opportunities with unprecedented granularity. While the technology is
continuously evolving, we cannot ignore its predictive power.
Within the hotel investment space, the strategic application of data
analytics is increasingly important for investors to understand the
dynamics affecting their portfolio, anticipate market shifts and manage

estate investors make

risks. Rather than relying on the traditional mantra, “go with your gut,”

informed decisions for

hotel investors must embrace analytics and systematic statistical

their portfolios.

reasoning to make decisions that improve efficiency, manage risk and,
most importantly, grow returns.
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S EIZ ING BIG DATA’ S OPPORTUN ITY
We often hear frustration from hotel developers and
investors about the disconnect between the availability
of data and harnessing it for quick, actionable insights.
Developers and investors have always sought to
understand where to acquire property and when to
trigger development. Portfolio holders need to optimize
their holdings and regularly assess conditions that lead
them to divest or capture value. Being slow to identify

Big data analytics helps to move the needle for
hotel investors by examining large amounts of data
to unleash hidden insights and opportunities. By
aggregating disparate data points like cost of capital,
sociodemographic and economic shifts and workforce
trends, hotel investors can empirically identify the
opportunities that drive value and fit into their firm’s
investment model—or assets that have maximized their
value and should be sold.

subtle but important trends can mean leaving money

Predictive analytics can also empower hotel investors

on the table. In today’s competitive landscape for hotel

to expand their horizons into unfamiliar local markets

transactions, the best opportunities may be gone by

and identify a wider array of opportunities that may

the time an investor finishes collecting, compiling and

otherwise have been unknown. Today, most groups

processing the data needed to drive action.

develop a deep expertise around a local market or

The future is effective software solutions that pull in data
from both traditional and nontraditional sources and
turn it into digestible intel quickly, enabling investors to
be more proactive.

region. However, in the near future, access to stronger
data analytic tools and information gathering will allow
these investors to expand and discover opportunities in
other markets that will meet their goals.

BIG DATA IN ACTION
A Wisconsin-based investor group is looking to expand and they are competing to purchase a hotel in downtown
Philadelphia, located in the heart of Center City. They are hesitant to push their bid because they are unfamiliar with
the local Philadelphia market. Through non-traditional analytic tools, the investor identifies macroeconomic and
demographic indicators, such as an area’s crime rate or median office rents. They also aggregate targeted data on
the area’s current average expenses for working wages, costs of goods, and sales and marketing costs, as well as
Philadelphia’s hotel construction pipeline. All of these indicators and insights from non-traditional data analytics inform
the investor’s long‑term market forecasts, giving them the confidence to strengthen their position and win the deal.

T H E NE ED FO R H UMAN EXPERT ISE REM A I N S
CRE technology solutions are evolving at a rapid clip and
history has shown us that progress is not always linear,
but exponential. Hotel investors must consider big data
as a realistic supplement to their current underwriting,
portfolio review and research process. If investors are slow
to act and stick with their traditional practices, they run
the risk of adapting too late. Those who will succeed are
investors who understand the importance of harnessing

That said, advanced analytics cannot serve as an
all-knowing crystal ball. In most cases, data can
only support investment hypotheses – not generate
them. The true power requires the insight only an
experienced industry professional can bring. Direct
experience forged through local relationships,
combined with data-backed insights, can yield
powerful inputs, challenge conventional intuition, and
sift through the noise to identify what matters most.

the benefit of technology and big data early on.
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